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Performance
Quarter
International (Gross)
‐3.08%
MSCI EAFE‐Local Index(1) ‐4.28%
MSCI EAFE‐USD Index(1)
‐1.53%

YTD
‐3.08%
‐4.28%
‐1.53%

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years Since Inception
6.60% 6.49%
9.48%
N/A
10.47%
5.34% 3.36%
8.45%
4.53%
7.56%
14.80% 5.55%
6.50%
2.74%
5.60%

Inception: December 31, 2010
Performance is preliminary and subject to reconciliation.

Investment Philosophy:

Purchase durable business franchises that are selling at a
discount to their intrinsic value.

Investment Process:

We utilize a business owner’s approach to investing,
thoroughly investigating the economics of the business and
the quality of the management team. Some of the
characteristics of good businesses include strong recurring
revenue and attractive returns‐on‐invested capital (ROIC). We
have a strong orientation to low absolute or relative valuation,
which are key to the execution of our investment strategy. A
new idea will come from a variety of sources including
company visits, screens, conferences, trade periodicals and
general reading. All members of the research team are
responsible for fundamental research.
Once an investment opportunity is identified it is put through
an extensive due diligence process, which typically includes
management interviews and site visits. When an acceptable
level of conviction is achieved, the appropriate weighting
(considering liquidity, valuation, etc.) is discussed and
determined. A new company purchased in the portfolio will
usually have an initial position size of 1‐4%. The portfolio
generally consists of 25‐40 companies and is well diversified
across sectors.
We are long‐term investors, a typical holding period for our
companies is three to five years, and portfolio turnover
averages 20‐40% per annum. Since inception, the strategy has
generally hedged a significant portion of its currency.
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√
√

Please note disclosure footnote on reverse side.
(1)

Performance reflects all days of trading during the stated period. The
final day of performance during the period is varied due to holiday
observances in some markets.
(2) Estimated valuations are based on a representative account from the
FMI International Equity Composite, and are weighted average
calculations, not reweighted to exclude cash, and financial companies are
excluded from the EV/EBITDA calculation. Valuations for the portfolio are
modified, if necessary, based on criteria identified by FMI. For more
detailed information regarding these valuations, please contact FMI.

Top 10 – Portfolio Holdings:
Ferguson PLC
Smiths Group PLC
Accenture PLC Class A
Whitbread PLC
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. PFD
Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd.
Nutrein Ltd.
Secom Co., Ltd.
Schlumberger NV

4.4%
3.9%
3.9%
3.9%
3.8%
3.7%
3.4%
3.2%
2.9%
2.9%

Portfolio Characteristics: (2)
P/E Ratio (trailing one year)
FY1 P/E Ratio (forward 4 quarters)
P/S Ratio
P/B Ratio
EV/EBITDA Ratio
Number of Holdings
Active Share

16.1x
14.8x
1.4x
2.8x
9.5x
39
99%

Recent Purchase:
Safran SA

Ticker: SAF FP

Added: March 2018

Safran is a French manufacturer of aerospace engine/propulsion, and equipment
systems (brakes, landing gear, and power distribution). Safran’s engine business is
primarily a joint venture with General Electric called CFM International. In March
2018, Safran closed the acquisition of Zodiac, which is a manufacturer of aircraft
seats, cabin interiors and other equipment. Safran’s business sales mix is now
Propulsion (45%), Equipment (35%), Interiors (12%), and Defense (6%). Safran’s
CFM unit has a commanding position in the narrow body jet engine market, with a
majority (~78%) of large narrow body aircraft over the last 20 years being
powered by the CFM56 engine. The new LEAP engine has market shares of ~60%
and 100% on the Airbus 320 and Boeing 737MAX, respectively. The transition
between the CFM56 and LEAP engines have caused growth in Safran’s Propulsion
earnings before interest and taxes to slow, which, combined with fears about the
integration of Zodiac, has given us an opportunity to buy a best‐in‐class aerospace
company at a reasonable valuation. We initiated a 2% position in the company in
March 2018, swapping Safran for Rolls‐Royce.

Recent Sale:
Rolls‐Royce Holdings PLC

Ticker: RR/ LN

Sold: February 2018

Rolls‐Royce develops, manufacturers and services integrated power systems for
use on land and sea, and by air. Post‐disposition of their Marine business, the
company will operate in the following segments (as a percentage of revenue): Civil
Aerospace (54%), Defense Aerospace (23%), and Power Systems (23%). In the civil
aerospace segment, the company mainly focuses on wide body commercial
aircraft engines for which there are two primary suppliers (Rolls Royce and GE).
The majority of civil aerospace profits are driven by the aftermarket, as aircraft
engines are often sold near break‐even, but come with profitable long‐term
service contracts. This is a razor/razorblade business model, creating an annuity‐
like aftermarket revenue stream, with significant barriers to entry. At the time
that we purchased the shares in 2011, the company was in the process of
launching several new aircraft engine programs, and had a significant long‐term
opportunity to expand operating margins which were well below peers.
Subsequently, a combination of operational challenges, cyclical end‐market
weakness (i.e., marine) and management turnover weighed on the stock.
Improved execution in recent quarters, with a renewed focus on cost reduction
and cash generation, has led to Rolls Royce’s stock price appreciating nicely over
the past two years. As a result, the margin of safety has declined, and we decided
to sell our 2.5% position in February 2018.

